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Measuring the anisotropy of the arrival direction distribution of cosmic rays provides important

information on the propagation mechanisms and the identification of their sources. In fact, the flux of

cosmic rays is thought to be dependent on the arrival direction only due to the presence of nearby cosmic

ray sources or particular magnetic-field structures. Recently, the observation of unexpected excesses at

TeV energy down to an angular scale as narrow as �10� raised the possibility that the problem of the

origin of Galactic cosmic rays may be addressed by studying the anisotropy. The ARGO-YBJ experiment

is a full-coverage extensive air showers array, sensitive to cosmic rays with the energy threshold of a few

hundred GeV. Searching for small-size deviations from the isotropy, the ARGO-YBJ Collaboration

explored the declination region ���20�–80�, making use of about 3:7� 1011 events collected from

November 2007 to May 2012. In this paper, the detection of different significant (up to 13 standard

deviations) medium-scale anisotropy regions in the arrival directions of cosmic rays is reported. The

observation was performed with unprecedented detail. The relative excess intensity with respect to the
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isotropic flux extends up to 10�3. The maximum excess occurs for proton energies of 10–20 TeV,

suggesting the presence of unknown features of the magnetic fields the charged cosmic rays propagate

through, or some contribution of nearby sources never considered so far. The observation of new weaker

few-degree excesses throughout the sky region 195� � R:A: � 290� is reported for the first time.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.082001 PACS numbers: 96.50.S�, 95.85.Ry, 96.50.sd, 96.50.Bh

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of anisotropy in the arrival direction
of cosmic rays (CRs) is complementary to the study of
their energy spectrum and chemical composition to under-
stand their origin and propagation. It is also a tool to probe
the structure of the magnetic fields through which CRs
travel (for a review see, e.g., Ref. [1]).

As cosmic rays are mostly charged nuclei, their trajec-
tories are deflected by the action of the Galactic magnetic
field (GMF) they propagate through before reaching the
Earth’s atmosphere so that their detection provides direc-
tional information only up to distances as large as their
gyro radius. If CRs below 1015 eV are considered and the
local Galactic magnetic field (�3 �G [2]) is accounted
for, the gyro radii are so short (�1 pc) that isotropy is
expected, as no structures of the GMF are known to focus
CRs within such a horizon. At most, a weak dipolar
distribution may exist, reflecting the contribution of the
closest CR sources.

However, a number of experiments observed an energy-
dependent nondipolar ‘‘large’’-scale anisotropy (LSA) in
the sidereal time frame with an amplitude of about
10�4–10�3, revealing the existence of two distinct broad
regions: an excess distributed around 40� to 90� in right
ascension (commonly referred to as the ‘‘tail-in’’ excess
because of the position consistent with the direction of the
heliotail) and a deficit (the ‘‘loss cone’’) around 150� to
240� in right ascension (R.A.) [3–9].

The origin of this anisotropy of Galactic CRs is still
unknown. Unlike predictions from diffusion models, tak-
ing into account the role of the few closest and most recent
sources (see, as an example, Refs. [10–12]), the CR arrival
direction distribution in sidereal timewas never found to be
purely dipolar. Even two harmonics were necessary to
properly describe the R.A. profiles, showing that the CR
intensity has quite a complicated structure unaccountable
simply by kinetic models.

Other studies suggest that a nondipolar anisotropy could
be due to a combined effect of the regular and turbulent
GMF [13] or to local uni- and bidimensional CR flows
[14]. The authors suggest that the LSA is generated in the
interaction of Galactic CRs and magnetic field in the local
interstellar space surrounding the heliosphere.

The EAS-TOP [7] and IceCube [9] experiments ob-
served significant anisotropy around 400 TeV. At this
energy, the signal looks quite different from the modula-
tion observed up to �50 TeV, both in amplitude (higher
than expected from the extrapolation of the lower energy

trend) and phase (�12 h shifted); it suggests that the
global anisotropy may be the superposition of different
contributions from phenomena at different distances from
the Earth [14,15]. On this line of thought, an underlying
anisotropy related to the CR sources distribution likely
manifests itself above 100 TeV, whereas at lower energy,
the distribution is dominated by structures at the bounda-
ries of or contained in the solar system, as the proton gyro
radius is of the order of the heliotail distance [16,17]. In
some sense, the hundred-TeVenergy range may be the one
in which a transition in the cause of the anisotropy occurs.
In 2007, modeling the LSA of 5 TeVCRs, the Tibet-AS�

collaboration ran into a ‘‘skewed’’ feature overimposed to
the broad structure of the so-called tail-in region [18,19].
They modeled it with a couple of intensity excesses in the
plane containing the direction of the local insterstellar
medium velocity and the direction that neutral hydrogen
enters the inner heliosheath (hydrogen deflection plane
[20]), each of them 10�–30� wide. A residual excess re-
mained in coincidence with the heliotail. The same authors
proposed that such a ‘‘medium’’-scale anisotropy (MSA) is
caused by amodulation ofGalactic CRs in the heliotail [21],
i.e., the region opposite to the motion of the Sun.
Afterward, the Milagro Collaboration claimed the

discovery of two localized regions of excess for 10 TeV
CRs on angular scales of 10� with more than 12� signifi-
cance [22]. Regions A and B, as they were named,
are positionally consistent with the ‘‘skewed feature’’
observed by Tibet-AS� and were parametrized in terms
of R.A. and declinations (DEC). as follows:

region A: 66� � R:A: � 76� 10� � DEC: � 20�

region B: 117� � R:A: � 131� 15� � DEC: � 40�

131� � R:A: � 141� 40� � DEC: � 50�:

The most intense and localized of them (as extended as
10�) coincides with the direction of the heliotail. The
average fractional excess of region A is �6� 10�4,
whereas, for region B, it is �4� 10�4. The Milagro
Collaboration excluded the hypothesis of a gamma-ray
induced effect. In both regions, the spectrum is harder
than the one of the isotropic part of CRs.
The more beamed the anisotropies and the lower their

rigidity, the more difficult it is to fit the standard model of
CRs and Galactic magnetic field to the experimental re-
sults. In this sense, the observation was rather surprising,
and some confirmation from other experiments was ex-
pected. In fact, the detection of a small-scale signal nested
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into a larger-scale modulation relies on the capability of
suppressing the global CR anisotropy efficiently control-
ling biases in the analysis at smaller scales.

Recently, the IceCube Collaboration found features
compatible with the MSA also in the Southern hemisphere
[9]. It is worth noting that the IceCube experiment detects
muons, making us confident that charged CRs of energy
above 10 TeV are observed.

To subtract the LSA superposed to the medium-scale
structures, the Milagro and Icecube collaborations esti-
mated the CR background with methods based on time
average. They rely on the assumption that the local
distribution of the incoming CRs is slowly varying and
the time-averaged signal can be used as a good estimation
of the background content. Time-averaging methods act
effectively as a high-pass filter, not allowing one to study
structures wider than the angle over which the background
is computed in a time interval �T (i.e., 15�=h��T in
R.A.) [23].

So far, no theory of CRs in the Galaxy exists yet to
explain few-degree anisotropies in the rigidity region
1–10 TeV leaving the standard model of CRs and that of
the localmagnetic field [24–26] unchanged at the same time.

Preliminary interpretations were based on the observa-
tion that the excesses are inside the tail-in region, and this
induced the authors to consider interactions of CRs with
the heliosphere [22]. Several authors, noticing that the TeV
region is usually free of heliosphere-induced effects, pro-
posed a model in which the excesses are produced in the
Geminga supernova explosion [27]. In the first variant of
the model, CRs simply diffuse (Bohm regime) up to the
solar system, whereas the second version limits the diffu-
sion to the very first phase of the process and appeals to
nonstandard divergent magnetic field structure to bring
them to the Earth. Other people [28] proposed similar
schemes involving local sources and magnetic traps guid-
ing CRs to the Earth. It must be noticed that sources are
always intended not to be farther than 100–200 pc.
Moreover, the position of the excesses in Galactic coordi-
nates, symmetrical with respect to the Galactic plane,
played an important role in inspiring such models.

Based on the observation that all nearby sources and new
magnetic structures brought in to explain the medium-scale
anisotropy should imply other experimental signatures that
had been observed in the past, some other models were
proposed. In Refs. [14,21] the authors suggest that the
magnetic field in the heliotail (that is, within �70 AU to
�340 AU from the Sun) is responsible for the observed
midscale anisotropy in the energy range 1–30 TeV. In
particular, this effect is expressed as two intensity enhance-
ments placed along the hydrogen deflection plane, each
symmetrically centered away from the heliotail direction.

The hypothesis that the effect could be related to the
interaction of isotropic CRs with the heliosphere was re-
proposed in Ref. [15]. Grounding on the coincidence of the

most significant localized regions with the heliospheric tail,
magnetic reconnection in the magneto tail has been shown
to account for beaming particles up to TeVenergies. Along
a similar line, in Ref. [29], the authors suggest that even the
LSA below 100 TeV is mostly due to particle interactions
with the turbulent ripples generated by the interaction of
the heliospheric and interstellar magnetic field. This inter-
action could be the dominant factor that redistributes the
LSA from an underlying existent anisotropy. At the same
time, such a scattering can produce structures at small
angular scale along lines of sight that are almost perpen-
dicular to the local interstellar magnetic fields.
Recently, the role of the GMF turbulent component on

TeV–PeV CRs was emphasized to explain the MSA [12].
The authors show that energy-dependent medium and
small-scale anisotropies necessarily appear, provided that
there exists a LSA, for instance, from the inhomogeneous
source distribution. The small-scale anisotropies naturally
arise from the structure of the GMF turbulence, typically
within the CR scattering length.
It was also suggested that CRs might be scattered

by strongly anisotropic Alfven waves originating from
turbulence across the local field direction [30].
Besides all these ad hoc interpretations, several attempts

occurred in trying to insert the CR excesses in the
framework of recent discoveries from satellite-borne
experiments, mostly as far as leptons are concerned. In
principle, there is no objection in stating that few-degree
CR anisotropies are related to the positron excess observed
by Pamela, Fermi, and AMS [31–35]. All observations can
be looked at as different signatures of common underlying
physical phenomena.
The ARGO-YBJ Collaboration reports here the obser-

vation of a medium-scale CR anisotropy in the 1–30 TeV
energy region. The evidence of new weaker few-degree
excesses throughout the sky region 195� � R:A: � 290�
is reported for the first time. The analysis presented in this
paper relies on the application of a time-average-based
method to filter out the LSA signal. The analysis of the
CR anisotropy in the harmonic space, based on the
standard spherical-harmonic transform or on the needlet
transform [36], will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the detector

is described, and its performance summarized. In Sec. III,
the details of the ARGO-YBJ data analysis are summa-
rized. The results are presented and discussed in Sec. IV.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. ARGO-YBJ EXPERIMENT

The ARGO-YBJ experiment, located at the YangBaJing
Cosmic Ray Laboratory (Tibet, P. R. China, 4300 m above
sea level, 606 g=cm2, geographic latitude 30� 060 3800 N),
is made of a central carpet�74� 78 m2, made of a single
layer of resistive plate chambers (RPCs) with�93% of the
active area, enclosed by a partially instrumented guard ring
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(�20%) up to �100� 110 m2. The RPC is a gaseous
detector working with a uniform electric field generated
by two parallel electrode plates of high-bulk resistivity
(1011�cm). The intense field of 3:6 kV=mm at a 0.6 atm
pressure provides very good time resolution (1.8 ns), and
the high-electrode resistivity limits the area interested by
the electrical discharge to few mm2. The apparatus has a
modular structure, the basic data-acquisition sector being a
cluster (5:7� 7:6 m2), made of 12 RPCs (2:85� 1:23 m2

each). Each chamber is read by 80 external strips of 6:75�
61:8 cm2 (the spatial pixel), logically organized in 10
independent pads of 55:6� 61:8 cm2 that represent the
time pixel of the detector [37]. The readout of 18360
pads and 146880 strips is the experimental output of the
detector. The RPCs are operated in streamer mode by using
a gas mixture (Ar 15%, Isobutane 10%, TetraFluoroEthane
75%) for high-altitude operation [38]. The high voltage
settled at 7.2 kVensures an overall efficiency of about 96%
[39]. The central carpet contains 130 clusters (hereafter
ARGO-130), and the full detector is composed of 153
clusters for a total active surface of �6700 m2. The total
instrumented area is �11000 m2.

A simple, yet powerful, electronic logic has been im-
plemented to build an inclusive trigger. This logic is based
on a time correlation between the pad signals depending on
their relative distance. In this way, all the shower events
giving a number of fired pads Npad � Ntrig in the central

carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the trigger. This
trigger can work with high efficiency down to Ntrig ¼ 20,

keeping the rate of random coincidences negligible. The
time calibrations of the pads is performed according to the
method reported in Refs. [40,41].

The whole system, in smooth data taking since July 2006
with ARGO-130, has been in stable data taking with the
full apparatus of 153 clusters from November 2007 to
January 2013, with the trigger condition Ntrig ¼ 20 and a

duty cycle � 85%. The trigger rate is �3:5 kHz with a
dead time of 4%.

Once the coincidence of the secondary particles has been
recorded, the main parameters of the detected shower
are reconstructed following the procedure described in
Ref. [42]. In short, the reconstruction is split into the follow-
ing steps. First, the shower core position is derived with the
maximum likelihood method from the lateral density dis-
tribution of the secondary particles. In the second step,
given the core position, the shower axis is reconstructed
by means of an iterative unweighted planar fit able to reject
the time values belonging to non-Gaussian tails of the
arrival time distribution. Finally, a conical correction is
applied to the surviving hits in order to improve the angular
resolution. Details on the analysis procedure (e.g., recon-
struction algorithms, data selection, background evaluation,
systematic errors) are discussed in Refs. [42–44].

The performance of the detector (angular resolution,
pointing accuracy, and energy scale calibration) and the

operation stability are continuously monitored by observ-
ing the Moon shadow, i.e., the deficit of CRs detected in its
direction [42,45]. ARGO-YBJ observes the Moon shadow
with a sensitivity of �9 standard deviations (s.d.) per
month. The measured angular resolution is better than
0.5� for CR-induced showers with energy E> 5 TeV,
and the overall absolute pointing accuracy is �0:1�. The
absolute pointing of the detector is stable at a level of 0.1�,
and the angular resolution is stable at a level of 10%
on a monthly basis. The absolute rigidity scale uncertainty
of ARGO-YBJ is estimated to be less than 13% in the
range 1–30 TeV=Z [42,45]. The last results obtained by
ARGO-YBJ are summarized in Ref. [46].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis reported in this paper used �3:70� 1011

showers recorded by the ARGO-YBJ experiment from
November 8, 2007 until May 20, 2012, after the following
selections: (1)� 25 strips must be fired on the ARGO-130
central carpet, (2) the zenith angle of the reconstructed
showers � 50�, and (3) the reconstructed core position
inside a 150� 150 m2 area centered on the detector.
Data have been recorded in 1587 days out of 1656 days,
for a total observation time of 33012 h (86.7% duty cycle).
A selection of high-quality data reduced the data set to
1571 days. The zenith cut selects the DEC. region ��
�20�–80�. According to the simulation, the median en-
ergy of the isotropic CR proton flux is E50

p � 1:8 TeV

(mode energy � 0:7 TeV). No gamma/hadron discrimina-
tion algorithms have been applied to the data. Therefore, in
the following, the sky maps are filled with all CRs possibly
including photons. Several offline methods to separate
gamma from hadrons, as well as to distinguish low-mass
and high-mass CRs, are currently under study.
In order to investigate the energy dependence of

the observed phenomena, the data set has been divided
into five multiplicity intervals. Table I reports the size
boundaries and the amount of events for each interval.
As a reference value, the right column reports the me-

dian energy of isotropic CR protons for each multiplicity
interval obtained via Monte Carlo simulation. This choice
is inherited from the standard LSA analyses, but it can be
only approximately interpreted as the energy of the CRs

TABLE I. Multiplicity intervals used in the analysis. The central
columns report the number of collected events. The right column
shows the corresponding isotropic CR proton median energy.

Strip-multiplicity interval Number of events E50
p [TeV]

25–40 1:41673� 1011 (38%) 0.66

40–100 1:75695� 1011 (48%) 1.4

100–250 3:80812� 1010 (10%) 3.5

250–630 1:09382� 1010 (3%) 7.3

more than 630 4:34442� 109 (1%) 20
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giving the MSA. In fact, the elemental composition and the
energy spectrum of these structures are not known, and that
of CR protons is just an hypothesis. The energy distribution
of protons sampled according to Ref. [47] is also given in
Fig. 1 for each multiplicity band.

The ARGO-YBJ acceptance distribution for the full data
set is essentially the same as reported in Ref. [42]. In the
investigated energy range, the light component (pþ He)
accounts for more than 90% of the triggers, being the con-
tribution of heavier nuclei less than 10% (see also Ref. [48]).
The photon effective areas are published in Ref. [49].

In addition, as it will be discussed in more detail, the
multiplicity-energy relation is a function of the declination,
which is difficult to account for regarding sources as
extended as 20� or more.

The background contribution has been estimated with
the direct integration and the time swapping methods
[42,50]. In both cases, to minimize the systematic effects
due to the environmental parameters variations [44,51], the
integration time has been set to �T ¼ 3 h. For the direct
integration method, the size of the sky pixel is 0:07� �
0:07�, and the time bin is 12 sec wide. As far as the time
swapping technique is concerned, the oversampling factor
has been set to 10. We recall that no structures wider than
45� in R.A. can be inspected as �T ¼ 3 h. These two
methods are equivalent each other. The analysis of the
anisotropies has been carried out, applying both techniques,
and no differences greater than 0.3 standard deviations have
been observed. Because of its higher oversampling factor
(i.e., smaller background fluctuations), all the results
reported in the following are obtained with the direct
integration method. Detailed studies of the efficiency of
time-average-based methods in filtering out large-scale
structures in the CR arrival distribution were performed
recently in Ref. [23]. Potential biases on the intensity, the
position, and the morphology induced by these techniques
have been investigated. The result is that the large-scale

anisotropy, as known from literature, is well filtered out
(residual effect less than 10%); moreover, the intensity of
the medium-scale signal is attenuated at most by a factor of
15%, and the effect on the CR arrival direction (i.e., on the
position and themorphology) is negligible if comparedwith
the angular resolution. All these values are to be considered
as upper limits because the result of the estimation depends
on the intensity of the LSA in the sky region under consid-
eration. For these reasons, the systematic uncertainty on the
intensity estimation induced by the analysis techniques is
about 20%.
To proceed with a blind search of extended CR features,

no variation of the angular scale was performed to max-
imize the significance. The sky maps have been smoothed
by using the detector point spread function (PSF). For
each multiplicity interval, the PSF has been computed
with Monte Carlo simulations, where the CR composition
given in Ref. [47] was used to build the signal. The
dependence of the PSF on the arrival direction was not
considered because the simulations show strong stability
up to�¼45� and reproduce the angular resolution quitewell
in the range �¼45�–50� (the zenith range � ¼ 45�–50�
contains less than 8% of the events). In this respect, the PSF
averaged over the zenith angle range � < 50� was found not
to introduce systematics. A validation of the reconstruction
algorithms and of the Monte Carlo predictions about the
angular resolution came from the study of theMoon shadow,
reported in Ref. [42].
The PSF was not optimized for a particular chemical

species, neither for any ad hoc angular scale. As there are
no hypotheses a priori on the nature or the extension or even
the energy spectrum of the phenomenon, the analysis can be
defined as a ‘‘blind search’’ of excesses and deficits with
respect to the estimated background. The significance of
the detection was evaluated in the following way. The esti-
mated background map b was used as seed to generate 1012

random ‘‘no-signal’’ maps e, according to the Poissonian
distribution. For each of them, the PSF smoothing was
applied, and, for every pixel, the residual Ne � Nb in units

of� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2
e þ �2

b

q

was computed. Each residual from every

pixel from all the random maps was collected in a distribu-
tion, which was found to be a Gaussian with mean � ¼
ð1:1� 1:3Þ10�7 and rms � ¼ 1:09432� 0:00026. The
difference of the last value from 1 is due to the correlation
between pixels induced by smoothing, as the same proce-
dure applied to nonsmoothed data gave 1� � ¼
ð�5� 6Þ � 10�5. The distribution obtained with this
method was used to compute chance p values for each
experimentalmap. These p valueswere traduced in s.d. units
to represent the maps as shown in the next section.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the ARGO-YBJ sky map in equatorial
coordinates as obtained with all selected events. The upper

E[TeV]
10

log
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

a.
u.

-310

-210

-110

25-40 40-100

100-250 250-630

>630

FIG. 1. Energy distribution of proton-initiated showers firing
as many strips as numbers reported in Table I. Showers are
simulated to be initiated by protons with the energy spectrum as
in Ref. [47].
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plot shows the statistical significance of the observation,
while the lower one shows the relative excess with respect
to the estimated background. They look slightly different
because of the atmosphere thickness that the showers must
cross before triggering the apparatus, increasing with the
arrival zenith angle. As a consequence, most significant
regions do not necessarily coincide with most intense
excesses. It should be noticed that also gamma-ray-induced
signals are visible because no gamma/hadron separation
is applied.

The most evident features are observed by ARGO-YBJ
around the positions �� 120�, �� 40�, and �� 60�,
���5�, spatially consistent with the regions detected
by Milagro [22]. These regions are observed with a statis-
tical significance of about 15 s.d. and are represented on
the significance map together with the other regions of
interest described in this paper (see Sec. IVA and
Table II). As known from literature [22,23], the deficit

regions parallel to the excesses are due to using also the
excess events to evaluate the background, which turns out
to be overestimated. Symmetrically, deficit regions, if any,
would be expected to be surrounded by weaker excess
halos, which were not observed. On the left side of the
sky map, several new extended features are visible,
although less intense than the ones aforementioned.
The area 195� � R:A: � 290� seems to be full of few-
degree excesses not compatible with random fluctuations
(the statistical significance is up to 7 s.d.). The observation
of these structures is reported here for the first time.
The upper plot of Fig. 2 is represented in Galactic

coordinates in Fig. 3. As it is clearly visible in this figure,
the hot spots 1 and 2 are distributed symmetrically with
respect to the Galactic plane and have longitude centered
around the Galactic anticenter. The new detected hot spots
do not lie on the Galactic plane, and one of them is very
close to the Galactic north pole.

A. Localization of the MSA regions

Looking at the map of Fig. 2, apart from the Galactic
plane, where the gamma-ray sources Crab Nebula,
MGRO J1908þ 06 [52], MGRO J2031þ 41 [53], and
HESS J1841� 055 [54] are visible, four regions have a
significance greater than 5 s.d.

FIG. 2 (color online). ARGO-YBJ sky map in equatorial co-
ordinates for events with Nstrip > 25. The maps have been

smoothed with an angle given by the PSF of the detector. Plot
(a): statistical significance of the observation in s.d. The boxes
represent the parametrization of the regions of interest (see
Sec. IVA and Table II). Plot (b): relative excess with respect to
the estimated background. The dashed line represents theGalactic
plane, and the black point represents theGalactic center. Eachmap
is aMollweide projection on theHealpix pixelization scheme [58].

TABLE II. Parametrization of the four MSA regions.

Region

name

Lowest

R.A.

Highest

R.A.

Lowest

Dec.

Highest

Dec.

Subregion

name

Region 1 58.5� 75.5� 3� 20� Region 1U

46� 76� �15� 3� Region 1L

Region 2 119� 143� 39� 55� Region 2U

113.5� 129.5� 19� 39� Region 2M

118.5� 136.5� �3� 19� Region 2L

Region 3 234� 255� 41� 55� Region 3U

247� 263� 33� 41� Region 3M

247� 282� 15� 33� Region 3L

Region 4 200� 216� 24� 34�

FIG. 3 (color online). ARGO-YBJ sky map of Fig. 2(a) in
Galactic coordinates. Themap center points toward the anticenter.
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Figure 4(a) represents the zoom of the most intense
visible excess (‘‘region 1,’’ hereafter). The detection
significance is greater than 16 s.d., and the excess
intensity reaches 10�3. The Crab Nebula excess

[ðR:A:;DEC:Þ ¼ ð83:66�; 22:04�Þ] is visible in the upper-
left part of the figure. The intensity of the signal is in
agreement with the expectation from simulation, once the
details of the analysis are taken into account, mostly the

FIG. 4 (color online). Different MSA regions observed by ARGO-YBJ. The relative excess with respect to the estimated background
is shown. In the Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the Milagro regions A and B are represented with the R.A.—DEC. boxes. The regions 4(c) and
4(d) are observed for the first time by ARGO-YBJ with a statistical significance greater than 5 s.d. Data are represented in equatorial
coordinates. Contour lines are drawn for excess intensity ð0:0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8Þ10�3 for regions 1 and 2 and ð0:0; 0:1; 0:2Þ10�3 for
regions 3 and 4. The yellow boxes correspond to the shapes given by the Milagro experiment for regions A and B [22]. The localized
Crab Nebula excess is visible in the upper-left part of 4(a) (see the text).
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contribution of the source (which is not excluded) and the
PSF, optimized for CRs instead of � rays.

Figure 4(b) represents the zoom of the most extended
excess (‘‘region 2,’’ hereafter). The detection significance
is about 15 s.d., and the excess intensity reaches 5:0 10�4.

Figure 4(c) represents the zoom of a wide excess, less
significant than the two regions already seen (‘‘region 3,’’
hereafter). It has quite a composite morphology, with the
most intense part of the signal within 10–15� around
ðR:A:;DEC:Þ ¼ ð240�; 45�Þ. The detection significance is
about 7 s.d., and the excess intensity reaches 2:3 10�4.
This region contains the Mrk501 gamma-ray source [55],
for which the contribution is not considered in this
work. All the events coming from a direction whitin 3�
around the source nominal position (R:A: ¼ 253:47� and
DEC: ¼ 39:76�) are rejected.

Figure 4(d) represents the zoom of a small excess, the
least significant observed by ARGO-YBJ (‘‘region 4,’’
hereafter). The detection significance is 5.5 s.d., and the
excess intensity reaches 1:6 10�4.

While regions 1 and 2 can be looked at as the excesses
reported in the previous literature (the ‘‘skewed’’ feature
by Tibet-AS� as well as the regions A and B by Milagro
[5,22]), regions 3 and 4 are observed here for the first time.

Actually, even about regions 1 and 2, the ARGO-YBJ
data analysis uncovers unexpected morphological and en-
ergetic aspects. In addition, it shows details unaccessible to
any previous experiment. In fact, in order to determine the
energy spectrum, the Milagro collaboration parameterized
the source morphology with three different rectangles in
the (R.A., DEC.) space. They are represented in Fig. 4,
superimposed on the ARGO-YBJ intensity map. What is
most noticeable therein, is that the adopted parameteriza-
tion hardly fits the excesses observed by ARGO-YBJ.

As far as the region B is concerned, although defined in a
composite way with two rectangles to follow its shape, the
most intense part of the signal lies out of the yellow boxes.
The same holds for the lowest DEC. zone of the excess.
Moreover, the rectangles seem to be narrower in R.A. than
the angular span observed by ARGO-YBJ. It may be due to
the different time interval over which the background is
computed. In fact, the Milagro collaboration used 2 h,
being sensitive only to features less than 30� wide in R.A.

Coming to the region A [Fig. 4(a)], we see that only the
highestDEC. part of the region is enclosed in the yellow box
(the one closest to the CrabNebula). The rest of the signal is
missed in the parameterization of Milagro. That is likely
due to the applied smoothing technique by the experiment-
ers. In fact, Milagro adopts a 10� top hat as a smoothing
kernel, which means that all pixels closer than 10� to the
DEC. boundary have to be rejected in the analysis. Since the
Milagro site latitude was �35:9� and the collaboration
analyzed events that occurred within a 45� zenith angle,
the minimum reachable DEC. was �0�. This value is just
the upper boundary of the most intense part of the region 1
[see Fig. 4(a)].

Some features of the ARGO-YBJ experiment, as well as
the choices adopted in this analysis, allow to go past the
limits of the previous observations. In fact, as already said,
�T ¼ 3 h has been used in this analysis, allowing a sensi-
tivity up to 45� in R.A. Moreover, the ARGO-YBJ site
latitude is �30�, the zenith angle selection cut is � < 50�,
and the PSF is used as the smoothing kernel, all that
allowing one to push the limits of the observable sky
down to DEC. values as low as ���20�.
As a consequence, to determine the energy of the

four detected excesses, a suitable parametrization of their
morphology has been introduced. For the sake of simplic-
ity, all regions have been modeled with ‘‘boxes’’ in
the (R.A., DEC.) space. In case of complex shapes, a
composition of boxes is used. The boxes are represented
in Fig. 2(a), and their boundaries are reported in Table II.
They select the part of signal more than 3 s.d. Apart from
the region 4, which looks quite uniform, all the observed
anisotropies appear to be made of some subregions.
In the significance map of the region 1, two zones can be

distinguished; they correspond to the regions 1U and 1L of
Table II. The region 1U hosts the signal detected by
Milagro in their region A, although it is slightly larger.
Actually, if the intensity map is considered as a whole, the
excess is found to be uniformly distributed so that the
subregions do not seem so distinct.
Concerning region 2, its morphology is so complex that

three boxes were needed to enclose it. Both in the signifi-
cance and the ratio map, the excess appears to be made of
two distinct hot spots, above and below �� 15�.
Region 3 is quite a difficult zone, as it is made of an

intense excess in the highest DEC. part, which is divided in
turn in two hot spots. They are modeled as region 3U and
region 3M, respectively. The most extended part of the

TABLE III. Events collected for each anisotropy region.
The solid angle used to model the regions is reported, too. The
extension of region 3 is after subtracting the region around the
source Mrk501 (3Uþ 3Mþ 3L ¼ 0:2725 sr).

Region name

Collected

events ð�109Þ
Background

events ð�109Þ
Region

extension (sr)

Region 1 : 7.49476 7.49139 0.2489

Region 1U 4.39145 4.39001 0.0860

Region 1L 3.10209 3.10015 0.1629

Region 2 : 10.5233 10.5199 0.2550

Region 2U 5.21602 5.21415 0.0795

Region 2M 6.18423 6.18236 0.1083

Region 2L 5.30654 5.30495 0.0848

Region 3 : 17.8248 17.8226 0.2639

Region 3U 2.68946 2.68902 0.0598

Region 3M 1.20453 1.20442 0.0311

Region 3L 11.8031 11.8019 0.1816

Region 4 : 3.03260 3.03224 0.0426
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emission is located in the lowest DEC. side of the region,
less intense and quite uniform. We named it region 3L.

Table III reports the number of events collected inside
each anisotropy region, together with the extension (solid
angle) of the assumed modelization.

We note that the regions over which ARGO-YBJ
observes significant medium-scale anisotropies have total
extension �0:8 sr, i.e., one-third of the ARGO-YBJ field
of view in celestial coordinates.

B. Multiplicity spectrum

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the MSA on the
multiplicity of the detected showers. The color scale is
symmetric and has been optimized for each map so that the
intensity range spans the full color spectrum.

The evolution of the medium-scale anisotropy can be
appreciated by examining the multiplicity sequence.
Regions 1 and 2 are quite visible up to the 250–630 multi-
plicity range, and regions 3 and 4 are noticeable mostly in
the range 40–250.

If the evolution of region 1 is followed, it can be noticed
that, up to multiplicities as high as 100, the subregion 1L is
much brighter than the small spot 1U. For greater multi-
plicities, the region 1U intensity becomes as high as for
1L—even the subregion 1U emits more than any other
region in the map—whereas the intensity of the subregion
1L decreases. Because of poor statistics, fluctuations begin
to disturb the imaging from 250 hits on, which is why the
interval 250–630 is the last to be represented [Fig. 5(d)].
On the other hand, if the evolution of region 2 is consid-
ered, it can be seen that the lower spot (subregion 2L)
considerably fades off from 100 hits on.

Figure 6 reports the multiplicity spectra for the anisot-
ropy regions 1–4 (top down). The number of events col-
lected within each region is computed for the event map e
as well as for the background one b. The relative excess
ðe� bÞ=b is computed for each multiplicity interval. The
horizontal axis reports the multiplicity, and the vertical one
reports the relative intensity.

The black plot reports the region 1 multiplicity spec-
trum. It is the hardest one detected by ARGO-YBJ, and it
shows a flattening around multiplicity 400 at relative in-
tensity �0:7� 10�3. The region-2 multiplicity spectrum
(red plot) is flatter than the one of region 1, and it turns out
to be compatible with the constant result obtained by
Milagro [22]. The average intensity is �0:35� 10�3.
Similar results are obtained for region 3 (green graph),
although the intensity is settled around �0:2� 10�3.
Region 4 (blue graph), the least significant one, has a
steep spectrum that rises up at a multiplicity between 300
and 400.

Looking at the width of the error band (statistical error),
it appears that, for each region, the multiplicity analysis
gives a significant result up to N ¼ 300–400. Instead, the
high-multiplicity measurements are significant only for

FIG. 5 (color online). The fractional CR excess with respect to

the estimated background is shown for different shower multi-

plicities: (a) 25–39, (b) 40–99, (c) 100–249, and (d) 250–629

fired strips on the ARGO-130 central carpet. The maps are

Mollweide projections.
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regions 1 and 2, as the average excess of regions 3 and 4 is
compatible with a null result.

The emission from region 1 is so intense and its obser-
vation so significant that interesting information can be
obtained from the analysis of the multiplicity-energy rela-
tion in the subregions of its parametrization. In fact, the
comparison of subregion spectra is an important tool to
check whether subregions are just geometrical parametri-
zations of the observed anisotropies or they host different
sources with various emission mechanisms.

Figure 7 poses the spectrum of the subregions 1U and
1L, with energy scales computed for a proton point source
having the average declination of each subregion. To get
more refined results at high energy, the last multiplicity bin
(more than 630 fired strips) was split into 630� 1599 and
� 1600. For region 1L, a cutoff around 15–20 TeV can be
noticed. The statistics at high multiplicity is very poor and
does not allow one to establish whether the cutoff contin-
ues at higher energy or not. Conversely, for region 1U, a
constantly increasing trend is obtained up to 26 TeV, which
marks a possible difference between the subregions. Such
a result has to be interpreted in the framework of a
declination-dependent energy response, to ascertain if a

cutoff is present at higher energy. Within the error bars, it
would be compatible with findings about region A by
Milagro [22].
As already said, the elemental composition and the

energy spectrum are not known, and that of CR protons
is just an hypothesis. The ‘‘photon’’ hypothesis cannot be
excluded a priori because, in this work, no gamma/hadron
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discrimination algorithms are applied. Even regions 1 and
2 exceed so much the Milagro parametrization that the
conclusion about regions A and B not due to photons
cannot be drawn.

Concerning the subparts of regions 2, 3, and 4, no
significant features were found in their energy spectra;
thus, there is no reason to consider them more than just a
simple geometrical parametrization.

C. Dependence on time

The Milagro collaboration found evidence that, in their
regions A and B, the fractional excess was lower in the
summer and higher in the winter [22]. We investigated the
stability of the fractional excess in all four regions with
data recorded by ARGO-YBJ in the years 2007–2012.
As it can be seen in Fig. 8, there is no evidence either of a
seasonal variation or of constant increasing or decreasing
trend of the emission, as expected from the cancellation of
many systematics in measuring relative quantities. The
average flux values are ð0:50� 0:04Þ10�4, ð0:37�
0:03Þ10�4, ð0:16� 0:03Þ10�4, and ð0:14� 0:03Þ10�4 for
regions 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively (�2=d:o:f: 23=18, 33=18,
38=18, and 28=18).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the last years, the CR anisotropy came back to the
attention of the scientific community, thanks to several new
two-dimensional representations of the CR arrival direc-
tion distribution.

Some experiments collected so large statistics as to
allow the investigation of anisotropic structures on angular
scale smaller than those corresponding to the dipole
and the quadrupole. Along this line, the observation of
some regions of excess as wide as �30� in the rigidity
region �1–20 TV stands out. The importance of this
observation lies in the unexpected confinement of a large
flux of low-rigidity particles in beams that are too
narrow to be accounted for by the local magnetic-field
bending power.

In this paper, we reported the ARGO-YBJ observation of
anisotropic structures on a medium angular scale as wide
as �10�–45�, in the energy range 1012–1013 eV. The
intensity spans from 10�4 to 10�3, depending on the
selected energy interval and sky region.
For the first time, the observation of newMSA structures

throughout the right ascension region 195�–290� is re-
ported with a statistical significance above 5 s.d. The size
spectra of the detected excess regions look quite harder
than the corresponding ones for the CR isotropic flux, and a
cutoff around 15–20 TeV is observed for those regions in
which the dynamics of the experiment is sufficiently
extended.
As discussed in detail in the introduction, although some

hypotheses have beenmade, models to explain thewhole set
of observations are missing, and deep implications on the
physics of CRs in the local interstellarmedium are expected.
Given the relevance of the subject and the uncertainty of

its elemental composition, a joint analysis of concurrent
data recorded by different experiments in both hemi-
spheres, as well as a correlation with other observables
like the interstellar energetic neutral-atom distribution
[56,57], should be a high priority to clarify the observa-
tions. Further studies of the ARGO-YBJ Collaboration are
in progress in order to achieve a better separation of the
signal in the harmonic space, as well as to investigate the
nature of the phenomenon.
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